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Summary
Unvaxxed Sperm ($nuBTC) is a community project
that aims to provide a platform for those who support
health freedom, oppose government mandates, and
seek a space to challenge the current COVID-19 fearmongering and totalitarianism.
For this purpose, we have created a cryptocurrency
on the BSC (Binance Smart Chain) network as a
statement, standing for personal freedom and bodily
autonomy despite the widespread throwing away of
such values in the face of the so-called COVID-19
pandemic.
Our plans include social media alternatives for
dissidents, a blockchain ledger of PhD research into
mRNA 'vaccine' effects, alternative treatments such as
Ivermectin, and other memory-holed information, as
well as making buying in easier - ETH and fiat bridges
are planned.
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Philosophy
Unvaxxed Sperm ($nuBTC) is a community where
everyone can feel safe and free to pose questions
and challenge the current narrative, from lockdowns
which damage businesses and cause depression and
suicides to mRNA vaccine mandates which can kill or
cause permanent injury.
We stand against this mass hysteria - the shaming
and demonisation of unvaccinated people (e.g. 'antivaxxers', 'covidiots'), the trivialization of the serious
side effects of the COVID 'vaccines', the lack of
transparent data, the forcing of experimental
'vaccines' on adults and children, and the belief that
life as we know it must end because of a disease with
a 99.8% survival rate.
$nuBTC is a statement, that through its decentralised
platform cannot be silenced. As our marketcap grows,
so does the reach of our message.
Welcome to the resistance.
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Tokenomics
The Unvaxxed Sperm ($nuBTC) cryptocurrency
contract was created 22 November 2021 on Binance
Smart Chain as a SafeMoon fork with an initial supply
of 1 trillion coins (1,000,000,000,000). The contract
was revoked, ownership renounced and $nuBTC is
therefore purely a community project.
The 6.9% liquidity tax on sell transactions protects the
price from sell-offs and ensures the token will remain
tradeable forever.
$nuBTC token can be purchased via PancakeSwap
with a plan to build a BSC-ETH bridge to reach out to
Ethereum network investors in the future.
Contract address:
0x0dea5ac2898e6aa637ece0db750fd6d35e460392
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Our Principles
The community behind Unvaxxed Sperm ($nuBTC)
share the same principles:

S OV E R E I GN T Y

Defending our right to choose what happens to our
bodies without threat or coercion

P R OT E CT I ON

Creating wealth, so nobody is forced to choose
between their beliefs and providing for their families

E N D U R A N CE

Sticking to our principles, no matter the pressure
we may encounter

R E S I S T A N CE

Refusing to accept illogical, illegal, and harmful
mandates and laws

ME ME

MA GI C

Spreading our message through humour and fun
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Roadmap 1/2
The roadmap outlines the planned direction and

milestones for $nuBTC from November 2021 onwards:
Q4 2021:

Unvaxxed Sperm ($nuBTC) launched
Website developed

$nuBTC FreePaper completed
CoinMarketCap (CMC) listed
CoinGecko (CG) listing

Some of the media coverage to date:
VICE

MensHealth
The Sun

TechBuzz
IBT

WorldNews

TechUnwrapped
Apple
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Roadmap 2/2
Q1 2022:

Further media coverage including digital, TV,
podcasts etc.

BSC-ETH bridge

Online dating app development

Connecting people with businesses
CEX/DEX expansion
Q2 - Q4 2022 & beyond:
Fiat on-ramp

Decentralised information hub

Continuous community growth

Funding rallies and meetings for those who

stand against the health-tyranny of the big
pharma and governments

Charity and support to the FLCCC (frontline workers)

Project Super Sperm
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Contact
Official website: https://healthfreedom.io
Telegram: https://t.me/UnvaxSpermBSC
Memes: https://t.me/unvaxxedspermmemestopkek
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SpermBSC
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/nuBTC/
Marketing email: nuBTCmarketing@protonmail.com

CoinMarketCap
PancakeSwap

Contract address:
0x0DeA5Ac2898E6Aa637Ece0db750Fd6D35e460392
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